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P R A E L U D I U M

The experience was so far outside of the boy’s ken that he could do little more than marvel at it.   It was as if the drab gray walls of the testing facility had just faded away, then the ceiling and floors, then the examiner and his aide, then the chair the boy was seated in, and finally it seemed as if he himself had faded into nothingness.What  remained  he  could  not  describe.   He  saw  nothing,  heard nothing,  felt  nothing,  smelled  nothing,  tasted  nothing.   Nevertheless, there were…things in the nothingness, things that the boy had no words to name.  He could not sense them, but he knew they were there.  A great many vague  and  indistinct  thoughts  drifted  through his  mind,  but  he could not understand them.More than anything he was aware of a Presence in the nothingness with him, and the boy knew that this Presence was aware of him.  It was alive, but it was not.  It was powerful, but it depended upon others for its power.  It was everywhere, but it was in a certain place, high above.It was watching him.The boy was amazed that  this  sensation did  not  terrify  him,  even 



though all this seemed more real than reality was, as if his whole life up to this point had been just a dream, and when the examiner had turned on the device, it had rudely awoken him.  Except now, it seemed as if he was once again growing weary, in dire need of sleep.Maybe  he  would  dream  that  dream  again,  where  he  was  just  a fourteen-year-old boy living in an orphanage, existing from day to day with no past and no future and no way to change this.  He hoped not.  He belonged here, in the Realm of the Presence.This was where his past was.This was where his future was.This was his chance to change everything.But for now, he would sleep…
It was rare for a youth to synchronize so deeply with the testing facility’s  

systems that he was unable to be roused.  It was difficult for someone to 

stay synchronized on their first try.  Usually the youths could simply be told  

to disconnect, and they would; sometimes a gentle shake on the shoulder  

would suffice.  But on this particular day in late April 2016, one boy who  

had  been  brought  in  from  an  orphanage  in  Setagaya  synchronized  so  

completely he had to be injected with a mix of sedatives and synchronicity  

inhibitors in order to force him to disconnect.

The fact that he could not willingly disconnect was irrelevant—a little  

experience would solve that problem.  The only thing that was important  

was that he was one of the rare few who could connect to begin with.  This  



ability meant that he would soon be conscripted into the Self-Defense Force  

and trained to pilot a titan.  This ability meant that within a year, he would  

be a soldier, fighting to defend his homeland against the Eschatos.

This ability meant that within a decade, there was over a fifty percent  

chance he would die either in battle or through suicide.

This ability meant that his normal life was over.

The boy’s name was Seki Akira.  



B O O K  O N E :  H I J Ū

C H A P T E R  IHijū sat in the cockpit of her titan, synchronized with the system just enough that she could accept the visual inputs from the titan’s optical sensors while  she ate her ice  cream.  It  was chocolate,  and despite it being in a box that had once held a name-brand ice cream, it  was not store-bought  but  homemade  by  the  widowed  lady  who  lived  in  the apartment downstairs from Hijū’s, who simply reused the cartons.   Hijū knew that her uniforms were starting to get a little tight, but she wasn’t terribly worried.  She rarely got terribly worried about anything, even though she risked her life in battle on a fairly regular basis.  Being three  or  four  kilograms  over  the  ‘ideal’  weight  was  not  even  worth thinking about.“Hijū” was not her name but her shikona, her ‘stage name,’ the name she was known as in the community of titan pilots.  Her real name was Nagaoka  Misaki:  a  family  name  inherited  from  her  father’s  family,  a personal name selected by her mother because it sounded pretty.  Very 



few people called her either, anymore.  Only the most renowned pilots had shikona.  Any pilot could have a nickname, but to be known by a shikona was one of the highest honors.  Thus, she was Hijū, the Soaring Eagle who launched herself  off  of a skyscraper to gain the element of surprise in a pitched battle versus a pair of elite Eschatos.  That was four years ago in the Ibaraki prefecture, when she was only nineteen.Through the titan’s eyes she watched a replay of the data from her last engagement three weeks ago, not far from here, in the Ōta ward.  It was a fairly dull battle—she had only destroyed three Hoplite-types and one Viking-type,  all  at  long range.   Long-range battles  were relatively easy, as the Atlas-class titans that the Rikujō Jieitai fielded had a distinct edge at engagements between one and two thousand meters, especially against the Viking-types, which preferred to close in and attack in melee.Hijū held the rank of ittō rikui in the Rikujō Jieitai, and in addition to being stationed here at the Shinjuku Defense Station as a pilot with the 29th Battalion’s A Company, she served as an assistant instructor at the Takagi  Miharu  Academy  here  in  Tōkyō,  responsible  for  preparing  the new pilots to face the Eschatos.  Viking-types were easy to destroy at long range, but if they got within striking range of their ten-meter-long axes, they were devastating.  An Atlas  could be cleaved in  two with one swing of  a  Viking’s  axe.   Hijū intended on spending a little more time on close-quarters engagements; even as she watched the long-range battle unfold a second time, she was thinking about what it would have been like if the Vikings had been a lot 



closer,  and  how  she  could  work  that  into  a  training  scenario  on  the simulators.And as she thought, she ate her ice cream.A stern voice  disturbed her  contemplations:  “Nagaoka-ichii,  that  is not regulation-issue attire!”Even though she was a little startled, it took only a thought for Hijū to switch her visual input from the battle recording to one of her titan’s external cameras, and then she saw the instructor to whom she was an assistant to, Hayashi Shōta santō rikusa, more commonly known by his shikona,  Benkei.   In  his  early  thirties,  he  was  an  intimidating  figure, standing almost two meters tall and powerfully built.  Wearing his full dress uniform, replete with the platinum gray shoulder-braids, a chestful of medals, and the characteristic beret of the titan pilots, Benkei stood in front  of  her  open  cockpit,  his  hands  on  his  hips.  “It  is  completely inappropriate  for  an  officer  to  be  wearing  civilian  clothes  while performing official duties!”Hijū  desynchronized,  so  she  could  see  Benkei  with  her  own  eyes instead of the titan’s, and then looked down at herself.  She was wearing what she usually wore when she wasn’t at the Academy: a white tank top with a super-deformed anime character emblazoned on the front, a pair of blue-lensed sunglasses hanging from the neck, faded blue jeans, and her favorite athletic shoes (which were showing considerable wear and tear).  Her Rikujō Jieitai ID badge was clipped to one of the belt loops at the waist of her jeans.  “Stuff it, Shōta,” she laughed. “What are you all 



dressed up for?”“Iwata-kun’s wedding, remember?” Benkei said.Iwata had been the lead technician for Benkei’s titan, before Benkei had become asynchronous.  Hijū shook her head disapprovingly. “Doesn’t he know what they say about getting married being bad luck?”“Never mind that,” Benkei said.  “I need you to do something for me. One of our students for next term has arrived early, and they don’t know what to do with him down there.”“Did he come straight from candidate school?”  Hijū finished the last of the ice cream, and then pitched the empty box in the general direction of a trash can.  It missed by two meters.Benkei shrugged.  “Must have. I’d go handle it myself, but I gotta go to the wedding.  I’m almost late as it is.”“Sure I  can handle  it,”  Hijū said,  extracting herself  from the titan’s cockpit.  “You could have just called me, you know.”“Your techs were routing all  your phone calls to my office,”  Benkei growled.  “I got my own voice mail a half-dozen times.”“Oh,” Hijū giggled.  “Any important calls?”“Yeah,  from me,”  Benkei  said.   “And that  Yamasaki  guy  called…five times. Why don’t you just tell him to leave you alone?”“I can’t do that.  He’s just too sweet,” Hijū said.“You ever going to go out with him?” Benkei asked.Hijū did not even have to think for a second.  “No way.”Benkei just chuckled, shaking his head.  “Whatever.  Just go square 



this student away at the Academy, okay?”“No problem,” Hijū replied.Benkei left in his sports car, and Hijū retrieved her cellphone from her technicians and grabbed her dark brown leather jacket before heading to the  Academy on her  motorcycle,  an  eight-year-old  hyper  sport  model with striking gold paint.  She knew the roads between the defense station where her titan was hangared and the Academy well, and paid little heed of traffic signs and gave no consideration at all to the speed limits.  She did not wear a helmet, either; the only protective gear she wore was her sunglasses.The  Takagi  Miharu  Titan  Academy  was  a  sprawling  complex  that looked more like a college campus than a military academy.  Hijū parked her bike in a no-parking zone in front of the main building, and headed inside.  Outside the admissions office, there was a boy in his early teens, wearing a Rikujō Jieitai uniform with the insignia of a pilot candidate; no doubt this was the student who had arrived early.  He was sitting ramrod-straight in a chair in the hallway, his duffel bag at his side, a longer bag of the type used to carry shinai for kendō practice leaning against the wall. A  manila  envelope  held  in  his  hand  obviously  contained  his  transfer documents.Hijū  walked  up  to  him.   He  was  a  good-looking  kid,  strikingly handsome, she thought, although his jet-black hair just did not look quite right, especially with his gray eyes.  Clipping her sunglasses to the neck of her tank top, she asked him, “You the one causing all the fuss?”



The boy stood before speaking.  “I’m sorry, ma’am.  I didn’t realize there would be a problem.”“Don’t worry about it,” Hijū said.  “Lemme see your transfer papers.”“I’m  sorry,  ma’am,”  the  boy  said.   “I’m  not  allowed  to  hand  these papers over to anyone except—”“Whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa,” Hijū said, holding up her hand to silence his protest.  “First, do not call me ma’am ever again.  Second, I am a duly authorized officer of the Rikujō Jieitai.” Hijū turned her side to the boy and pulled her jacket back a bit so he could clearly see her ID badge. “Nagaoka Misaki ittō rikui of the 29th Battalion, C Company.  But call me Hijū.”Realizing her rank, the boy snapped to attention.  “I’m sorry, m… Hijū-ichii.”“Don’t salute, and it’s just Hijū, without a suffix,” she said, holding her hand out for the transfer documents again, and this time the boy handed them over.   Hijū pulled out the papers and glanced over the first  few sheets. “Seki Akira, huh?  Okay, Seki-bōzu, wait here.”Hijū could tell he did not like being called bōzu, but he did not say anything, so Hijū intended to call him that until he said otherwise.  If he wasn't going to speak up, he had no right to complain.She  went  into  the  admissions  office,  blew  right  past  the  clerks working up front,  and barged straight  into the back office.   Miyakawa Tomohiro santō rikusa, a pudgy man in his thirties who was in charge of admissions, instantly began yelling.  “Damn you, Hijū-ishii! I’m busy in 



here!”Nonplussed,  Hijū  sat  down on the  edge  of  Miyakawa-sansa’s  desk, knowing it would set  him off even more.  “So, what’s the problem with this Seki kid?”Miyakawa-sansa jumped to his feet and shook his finger at her.  “Get off my desk this instant!”“Come  on,  Tomo-kun,  let’s  try  to  stay  focused,  okay?”  Hijū  said, flipping  through  the  pages  of  Seki’s  transfer  documents.   “All  the paperwork is here, and it’s all good, so why not just admit him?”“We can’t admit him yet!” Miyakawa-sansa said.  “New students aren’t supposed to start showing up until Friday.  We don’t even have any rooms available in the dormitories yet!   He should have just  gone home and stayed with his family until then!  Stupid brat probably had a fight with his parents and—”“Did you even  look at his file?” Hijū asked sharply.  Miyakawa-sansa was silenced by her suddenly serious tone.  “He’s an orphan, Tomo-kun. Lived his whole life at an orphanage in Setagaya.  He doesn’t have any family to go back to.”“I didn’t notice,” Miyakawa-sansa said, his voice quiet now.  He looked at the door Hijū had come in through; no doubt the boy had heard him shout all the way out in the hallway.  “But we don’t have any place here yet,  and the  regulations  say  he  can’t  even be  properly  admitted  until Wednesday, at the very earliest.”“Then I’ll take him off your hands,” Hijū said.



Miyakawa-sansa’s  expression  turned  stern  again.   “What  are  you planning on doing?”“I’m going to put him up at Shōta’s place,” Hijū said.“You mean Benkei-sansa?  You can’t do that,” Miyakawa-sansa said.“Why not?” Hijū asked.Miyakawa-sansa was silent.  He did not have any reason available why Hijū could not do that.  “Okay. I’ll send him back by on Wednesday,” Hijū said with a smile.  “Ciao, Tomo-kun.”Hijū returned to the hallway where the boy waited, his expression like that of stone.  He had heard Miyakawa-sansa’s outburst.  Hijū handed him his documents back.  “Come on, grab your stuff.  We’re leaving.”Seki picked up his bags and followed her without a word.  Hijū could not stand uncomfortable silences, and so she started the conversation. “So, you into kendō?”“Yes,” Seki said.Hijū hoped that this conversation would not be one where the boy said only the absolute minimum number of words.  That would be almost as bad as an uncomfortable silence. “What style?  Yagyū Shinkage?”“Hyōhō Niten Ichi-ryū,” Seki replied.  “I took second place at the Tōkyō prefectural tournament last year.”“Nice.”  Hijū  was  impressed—the  Tōkyō  prefecture  was  huge,  and prefecture-wide  tournaments,  even  junior  high  school  tournaments, would no doubt have some fierce competition.  For Seki to have placed second was a considerable accomplishment.  “You must have spent every 



waking moment training.”Seki nodded.  “I think it was the Niten Ichi style.  No one seemed to be able to block both my shinai.”“Except for the guy who got first place, huh?  What style did he use?” Hijū asked.Seki thought for a second.  “I’m not sure.  Maybe Kashima Shinden.  It was a single-sword style.”“Well,  don’t  stop  practicing  just  because  you’re  a  pilot,”  Hijū  said. “Statistics have shown that pilots who were avid martial artists perform much better than those who weren’t.”In the parking lot, Hijū mounted her bike, and put her sunglasses back on.  “Take off your ugly cap, and hop on.”Seki  hesitated,  and  then  removed  his  uniform  cap,  looking  at  it quizzically  before  putting  it  in  his  duffel  bag.   He  tightened  up  the shoulder straps of his bags and sat down behind Hijū.  “What should I hold on to?”“Me,” Hijū said.  “Don’t be shy.”  Seki put his arms around her waist gingerly as Hijū started the bike’s engine.  “And you’re going to want to hold on tight,” Hijū shouted back at him.  “Just don’t crush me, okay?”“I’ve never rode on a—” Seki began to say,  but then Hijū,  grinning from ear to ear, popped the transmission into gear and hit the throttle.  A cloud of smoke billowed up from the bike’s rear tire as it turned them sideways, and then when the tire finally got some traction, they took off like a rocket, the bike’s front tire popping off the ground almost a meter.



Hijū loved giving people rides on her motorcycle, but for some reason, nobody ever wanted to ride with her a second time.A little over four minutes later, they arrived at the Shinjuku Defense Station.  The guards at the front gate recognized her and barely got the barrier raised before she raced through at over a hundred kilometers per hour.  Hijū pulled into her reserved parking space, hitting the brakes so suddenly she could feel the back tire pop off the ground a little.  Once they were stationary, Hijū turned to look back at Seki, and for the first time she noticed that the roots of his wind-disheveled hair were gray: his hair was only black because he dyed it.   “You know, Seki-bōzu,  it  just occurred to me that you probably would have wanted a helmet, huh?”Seki seemed a little pale,  but he did not seem very shaken up, like most  of  Hijū’s  other  passengers  had.   In  fact,  he  seemed  like  he  had enjoyed  it.   He  slowly  released  his  grip  around  Hijū’s  waist  and dismounted the bike.  “I’m okay.  But, please don’t call me bōzu.  It just sounds so…childish.”Hijū smiled.  Seki had not wasted any time in speaking up for himself. “Okay, Seki-kun,” Hijū said, lowering the kickstand and sliding off the bike with practiced ease.   “Come on in to the hangar.”Hijū led the way to where her titan was, and as she approached, her quartet of technicians came up to her,  their curiosity piqued by Hijū’s young companion.  “Hey, kumichō,” the sole male technician called out, “Who’s the kid?”“One  of  my  new  students,”  Hijū  said,  and  then  handled  the 



introductions.  The male technician was Iijima Tsubasa rikushichō, and was in charge of Hijū’s weapons systems.  The three female technicians were  Arata  Mami  nitō  rikusō,  Fujikawa  Yōko  rikushichō,  and  Shigeki Haruka ittō rikushi.  Arata-nisō was the oldest at twenty-five years old, and she was the lead technician.   Fujikawa-shichō was twenty,  and in charge of the titan’s armor and defensive systems.  Shigeki-isshi was also twenty, and handled all the software and synchronicity interfaces.“I thought they weren’t supposed to start showing up until Friday,” Iijima-shichō said.Hijū just shrugged.Arata-nisō  came  forward  and  grabbed  Seki’s  arm.   “He’s  so  cute, Misaki—can I keep him?”As everyone else had a chuckle over that, Hijū looked at Seki and saw he was not paying attention to any of them.  He was staring up at Hijū’s titan, which towered over them like a giant made of steel.  “Sure, Mami. Just be sure to feed and water him, okay?”Seki’s attention snapped back to what they were saying, and he gave Hijū an incredulous look.“Yes!” Arata-nisō said.  “Okay, Seki-bōzu, let’s go—”Hijū slapped Arata-nisō in the back of the head, and not particularly gently either.  “Hey, don’t call him bōzu like he was some little kid.  He’s going to be a pilot soon—show some respect!”“Yeah, nisō!” Shigeki-isshi agreed.  “You should call him Seki-isshi.”Seki, his arm still trapped in Arata-nisō’s vice-like grip, pointed out 



the contradictory nature of Hijū’s declarations: “So it’s okay for her to treat me like a pet, but not okay for her to call me bōzu?”Again the adults laughed, and Hijū just winked at him mischievously.Arata-nisō led Seki away, promising him cookies, while Shigeki-isshi and Fujikawa-shichō followed, taking his bags, leaving Hijū and Iijima-shichō standing there at the base of the titan.  “You’re cruel, kumichō,” Iijima-shichō said.  “Arata-nisō is going to smother him with the ‘oneesan’ routine.”“He’ll survive,” Hijū said, and then, her voice low and conspiratorial: “He’s  going  to  be  one  of  the  greats,  Tsubasa.  I  saw  his  file:  his synchronicity index is twenty-five point three three seven.”Iijima-shichō’s  eyes narrowed.   “That’s  not  possible.   That’s  higher than yours, and you’ve been in the show for almost nine years now.”Hijū nodded.  She had never seen a pilot trainee that had an index over sixteen before.  Most were between eight and twelve.  When she had completed  the  Academy,  her  index  had  been  only  fourteen  point  five eight zero; during her last actual combat sortie three weeks ago, she had rated  a  twenty-one  point  three  eight  one.   The  higher  a  pilot’s synchronicity index, the better they could operate a titan.Of course, it was also well known that the higher a pilot’s index, the more likely they would die before their career as a pilot ended due to Asynchronicity Syndrome.  For average pilots,  the odds of them dying, either in combat or due to suicide, totaled about forty percent.  For pilots with exceptionally high indexes like Seki’s, the odds of dying increased to 



about seventy percent.
Shikata  ga  nai,  people  would  say.   It  can’t  be  helped.   There  was nothing anyone could do to change things.  Only a select few youths can pilot the titans, and only the titans can stand against the Eschatos; thus, the nation sent children, some as young as twelve or thirteen, into battle to fight and die.  Shikata ga nai.Hijū hated that phrase. 

C H A P T E R  I I<Okay, Seki-kun, this the Haneda Airport, in the Ōta ward>, Hijū said over the titan’s communications link.  Beside her, Seki’s titan stood, its head turning side to side as Seki surveyed the battlefield.  <Pretty much the 

same place  I  was  stationed  during  the  battle  last  month.   You  see  the  

terminal complex in the center?>With a thought, Hijū highlighted the terminal complex, tagging it as a non-target.  <Hai>, Seki replied, then after a moment’s pause, he added, <I know not to shoot it.>Hijū  smiled.   When  she  had  first  met  Seki  in  the  Academy’s admissions office, she thought he would be unassertive and meek—two traits she believed were of no value to a pilot.  Fortunately, he was not. <In the heat of a battle, it’s easy to forget about stuff like that>, Hijū told him.  <Now, in the basic training, you focused on how well you operated  

solo.  At the Academy, it’s all about teamwork.  You’ll be assigned to a team  



with three other cadets, and by and large your performance will be graded  

on how well you work together.  Five other pilots from my company were  

here, too: Sakai, Kokawa, Katō, Inoue, and Sakamoto.>As she said the names, Hijū highlighted their positions, labeling them Hayabusa-2 through Hayabusa-6, respectively, arrayed in a V with Hijū and  Seki  at  the  point,  closest  to  the  projected  path  of  the  Eschatos’ approach.  She was Hayabusa-1, but the system tagged her as Hijū; Seki was Hayabusa-7.  During the real battle three weeks ago,  they had all been telling dirty jokes while they waited for the Eschatos to appear, but the AI that was controlling the other pilots was not capable of anything except confirming orders and giving status updates, and Hijū had filtered those so that only she could hear them.<Sakamoto-nii and Inoue-juni were the two we met in the break room  

earlier, right?> Seki asked.<Yes> Hijū said.  <Of course,  that  isn’t  really  them: these are just  AI  

stand-ins, so don’t worry too much about team plays for now.   All you got  

to do for this simulation is what I tell you to.  The Eschatos will approach 

from  the  southwest,  the  Kamasaki  ward.   Can  you  access  your  comm 

channels?><Hai> Seki replied.<Query  the  Public  Safety  Net  to  check  the  evacuation  status  of  the  

Kamasaki ward> Hijū ordered.It took Seki a few seconds.  <They’re eighty percent complete.><Which means the Eschatos will be here before they’re done> Hijū said. 



<They won’t bother with the Kamasaki ward—there aren’t any high- or  

even medium-priority targets there.  They’re going to come straight for the  

Haneda Airport.  We’re going to see a bunch of Hoplite-types and a few 

Vikings.  The Hoplites are going to target the airport from range, but their  

energy weapons won’t be very effective until they get within two thousand  

meters or so.  So, we got to take them down before they cross the Tama  

river.><What about the Vikings?> Seki asked.<They’ll  come  after  us>  Hijū  said.  <Viking-types  only  have  melee  

weapons, so you will have a little more time to deal with them, but do not 
let them anywhere near you.  They will tear you to pieces.><Understood>, Seki said. <But why doesn’t the Titan Corps use melee  

weapons, too?><Because  attacking from range is  standard doctrine>,  Hijū  said.  <A 

titan is effectively a twenty-meter-tall infantry soldier, and what do armies  

arm their infantry with?  Rifles.  The vast majority of engagements are at  

over five hundred meters.><But they said during basic training that most titans are destroyed by 

close-range attacks>, Seki countered. <Shouldn’t the titans be equipped to  

deal with melee attacks as well as ranged ones?>Hijū chuckled: she had been arguing that same point for years, and had  proposed  a  dozen  different  plans  to  arm  titans  for  melee engagements with something more than just their fists.  She had been trying to gain the support of other pilots who had actually used melee 



weapons against the Eschatos—pilots like Ichigiri, who was, like Seki, an avid kendōka.  Ichigiri had once destroyed six Eschatos with six swings of a  sword  he  had  scavenged  off  of  an  elite  Eschatos  pilot’s  machine. Unfortunately,  she had not been able to get anyone else on board her project,  yet;  Ichigiri’s  unit  had  been  decimated  recently,  fighting  the Omega Lucifer.  <Oh, so think you’re going to charge into battle with a pair  

of katana, screaming banzai or something?><No>, Seki said. <Both rifle and daishō.  No screaming.><There might be a time where that is done>, Hijū said. <But not today.  

If I recall correctly, we’re about to get some visitors.><I know>, Seki said.Before Hijū could question how he could know that, the first wave of the Eschatos came into view above the buildings of the Kamasaki ward. The enemy units were tagged by their type and a number to differentiate them.   <Hold  fire  until  they  cross  the  Tama  River>,  Hijū  ordered. <Hayabusa-7, get behind that shield tower!>Arranged  around  the  area  were  huge  two-and-a-half-meter  thick reinforced concrete walls that could turn to face any direction to serve as cover for the titans.  Seki had taken a balanced, textbook stance with his rifle, but it had left him mostly uncovered by the shield tower.  Hijū knew that his stance gave him the best accuracy with the rifle he carried, but she also knew that it made him a better target, too.<Hai>.  Seki  ducked  back  behind the  shield  tower,  bracing  his  rifle against its edge.



Hijū had expected a complaint from him, but he said nothing as he waited  for  her  order  to  open  fire.   Thinking  fast,  Hijū  flagged  each Eschatos  as  a  target  for  one of  her  team,  giving  Seki  the  two  tagged Hoplite-04 and Hoplite-05.   As the Eschatos began their  attack,  firing their energy cannons,  Hijū called out for her unit  to continue holding their fire.  <Wait until they clear the Tama River!>Hijū knew the types of simulations Seki had already experienced at basic training.  While challenging, they were nothing like this would be.Without  any  warning,  a  half-dozen  Viking-types  appeared  to  the south, running up from the Tama River not four hundred meters away. Dashing at nearly a hundred kilometers per hour, the Vikings would be on top on them in  seconds.   Three weeks ago,  Hijū  had expected the Eschatos  to use a  tactic  like  this,  and so,  for  this  simulation,  she had arranged  things  so  that  they  did.   She  had  intentionally  said  nothing about this to Seki, just to see how he’d react.  <Vikings! Open fire! Open 

fire! Open fire!>With well-placed shots, Hijū downed the Viking heading towards her with ease, and then turned her attention to Seki.  Most new pilots—even those who completed the Academy, even those with high synchronicity indexes—had a bad habit of panicking and using poorly-aimed rapid-fire when faced with an Eschatos that was really close.  However, Seki’s shots were slow and controlled, and almost every one hit.  This was good, of course,  but  the  precious  seconds  he  spent  lining  up  each  shot  were seconds where the Hoplites were drawing closer and closer.  <Hayabusa-



7! This isn’t the practice range! Take them down, quick!><Hai!> Seki said.Hijū ducked involuntarily as the corner of her shield tower exploded in a hail  of concrete chunks,  superheated by the energy beams of  the Hoplites, who were now close enough to target her position effectively. As she began returning fire, she heard over the net that Hayabusa-3 had been  crippled,  and  a  Viking  had  broken  through  their  line  and  was circling up behind her.  Hayabusa-5 was engaging it, though, so Hijū kept her attention on the Hoplites in front of her, confident Inoue (actually, the AI version of Inoue) could deal with it.Seki’s  position  was  getting  hammered—he  now  had  four  Hoplites firing  on  him  from  only  about  1200  meters,  and  they  were  slowly disintegrating his shield tower as he crouched behind it, unable to pop out from behind the shield to return fire.<Use  your  rifle’s  targeting  feed  to  shoot  around  the  wall!>  Hijū shouted.  Normally, a pilot ’saw’ the battlefield around him through his titan’s sensor suite, but the 45mm autocannon ‘rifles’ they carried also had their own independent sensors.  By switching to it,  Seki would be able  to  hold  his  rifle  around  the  corner  of  the  shield  tower  and  fire without  exposing  more  than  his  titan’s  arms  to  the  Eschatos’  energy bursts.Seki did as Hijū instructed, and with help from Hijū and the Inoue AI, managed to break the Eschatos’  advance.  When the dust had cleared, Seki had managed to destroy two Eschatos by himself, and three more 



with help from Hijū and the AI.  Of course, he had taken serious damage to his titan’s right leg from one direct hit and minor damage to the head, torso,  and arms from getting peppered with the superheated concrete fragments.  <Well, Seki-kun, what do you think?><We only used the rifle’s sensors like that twice in basic>, Seki said.<That’s why they call it ‘basic’>, Hijū said.  In the battle three weeks prior,  after this initial  assault,  Hijū’s  Hayabusa unit  had stayed on the defensive  for  another  two  hours,  ready  to  defend  the  airport  against further attacks, but there were none.  Hijū saw no reason to spend all afternoon replaying the boring parts of the battle.   Not today, anyway. <Okay, we’re done here.  Sync out.>Hijū  snapped  out  of  synchronization  with  the  simulator  instantly. Iijima and Fujikawa were sitting in the simulator control booth, Arata sat on the edge of the simulator chair Seki was using, holding a tissue to his nose while Shigeki hovered nearby.  Seki, still  synchronized, sat in the simulator chair, his eyes wide open but unseeing, seemingly oblivious to what was going on around him.  “Nosebleed?” Hijū asked.“Yeah,” Arata said.  “Ruined his shirt.”“No, it’ll come out,” Shigeki said.  “If we hurry up and get some stain remover on it—”“Kumichō, Seki-kun says he can’t unsync,” Iijima said from the control booth.Hijū gestured to Arata, who took the cue and began trying to help Seki unsynchronize from the simulator by shaking his shoulder, gently at first, 



but  more  vigorously  as  it  became  clear  that  was  not  working.   This worried Hijū: she had never met any pilot who had trouble unsyncing. She walked up to Seki’s side, and patted the side of his face.   “Wakey, wakey.”Other than that his nose had stopped bleeding, there was no change. She turned to Iijima and Fujikawa in the booth.  “Cut all his feeds.”“I  already  cut  everything  except  for  the  primary  comm  channel,” Fujikawa said.“Cut it,” Hijū said, but after waiting for what seemed like forever, it was obvious that it had not worked.Personally, Hijū could not stand even a second synchronized if there were no incoming feeds.  Such a state was compared to being in a sensory deprivation  tank,  except…creepier.   The  few  times  she  had  been synchronized  without  feeds,  she  had  sensed  an  ominous  Presence watching her.   Even though she had never admitted it  to anyone,  that Presence frightened Hijū.  It was one of the few things that did.“Come on, Seki-kun, snap out of it,” Hijū said, and then reached down and pinched the back of his hand between her fingernails.Seki did not even twitch.For all her experience, Hijū did not have any idea what to try next. This  had  never  happened  before.   Shutting  down  the  simulator completely while he was still synchronized was not an option.  It was too dangerous—there  was  a  chance  Seki  could  suffer  permanent  brain damage.  She remembered that his file had mentioned he had an allergy 



to  reficroniphol,  the  most  commonly  used synchronicity  inhibitor,  but until now it had not occurred to her to wonder why reficroniphol had been used on him at all.  In any case, she did not want to have to drug Seki.Still, Hijū was not the type to sit back and do nothing. “I’m going to sync back in,” she declared, and walked back over to the simulation chair she had been using before.  “Open the comm channel, and a basic visual and tactile.”“Done,” Iijima said.Hijū lay back in the simulator chair, closed her eyes and focused her mind  to  the  sensations  the  simulator  was  projecting,  and  within  a second, she had synchronized.The  Presence  was  there,  instantly,  bearing  down  on  her  with  a terrifying  intensity  that  made  her  scream  despite  herself  as  she involuntarily unsynched.“Misaki!” Arata shouted.Hijū  tried  to  stand  to  get  away  from  the  simulator  chair  and  the horrific Presence, but her legs did not seem to want to work right.  She collapsed  to  the  floor  as  her  technicians  scrambled  to  her  side,  Seki momentarily forgotten.“Misaki!” Arata said. “Are you okay?”Hijū nodded mutely as she tried to collect herself.“What happened?” Iijima asked.Hijū could not bear to say.  “I…I don’t know…”



Shigeki asked, “Should we call Yamagishi-sensei?”“No,” Hijū declared.  Taking a deep breath, she forced her fear aside. “I’m  all  right.  How’s  Seki-kun?”  They  all  turned  to  see  Seki,  still motionless in his simulation chair, his eyes open and unblinking.  Hijū grabbed the headset Iijima was wearing and put it on.  “Seki-kun, can you hear me?”“Hai,”  he  replied,  although  the  voice  Hijū  heard  in  the  headset sounded nothing like Seki’s actual voice.  As his brain was transmitting instructions  to  his  lungs,  vocal  cords,  and vocal  tract,  the  simulator’s operating system intercepted those signals, translated them into digital signals, and then those signals were sent to the communications software of the simulators, which created the sounds Hijū heard over the headset. “Are you okay?”“Seki-kun, don’t worry about me,” Hijū said, her voice firm.  “You need to unsync right now.”“I’m trying,” Seki said.  “But I can’t push the sensory inputs away.”Hijū got  up,  went  back to Seki’s  side,  and pinched his hand again. “Can you feel this?”“Feel what?” Seki asked.“Your hand,” Hijū said. “Try to focus on your right hand.”“Okay,” Seki replied.  Hijū kept pinching.  Almost a minute went by before Seki abruptly unsynched, shouting in pain as he jerked his hand away.“Shut it down!” Hijū ordered, and Shigeki dashed off to the control 



booth to turn the simulators off.Arata immediately latched on to the youth.  “Seki-kun, are you okay?”“Yeah,” Seki said, looking down at his now-bleeding hand.“Oh, Misaki!” Arata looked up at Hijū with an accusatory look.  “You didn’t have to pinch him that hard, did you?”“Sorry  about  that,  Seki-kun,”  Hijū  said.   “What  happened  in  there, Seki-kun?”“Nothing,” Seki said, but he did not look up at her.It did not take much to tell he was not telling the truth.  “Everyone out,” Hijū said.Arata hugged Seki.  “But—”Hijū’s voice was quiet, but intense.  “Now.”Arata understood that tone.  “I’ll go get some bandages,” she said, and then made a hasty exit from the simulator room, the other three of Hijū’s technicians not far behind.Once they were alone, Hijū sat down next to Seki.  “Listen, Seki-kun, I can’t  force you to tell  me anything,  but  I  really  wish you would.   You weren’t just having trouble unsyncing, were you?”Seki shook his head.“Did you sense a…a Presence? Like something was watching you?” Hijū asked.Seki  finally  looked up at  Hijū,  his  face  blank and emotionless.   “It said…it said that it is waiting for me.”



C H A P T E R  I I I“That’s what he said, Shōta,” Hijū said, cell phone held to her ear in one hand, a document from Seki’s file in the other, her feet propped up on the desk in her tiny office.  As Arata had taken Seki in search of a clean shirt, Hijū had Iijima, Fujikawa, and Shigeki begin a full series of diagnostics on the simulator units.  Promising she would take Seki away from Arata so she could help with the diagnostics, Hijū had repaired to her office to call Benkei.  “I felt it, too, stronger than ever.  So strong I couldn’t stay synced. Kind of scary, you know?  Do you think it’s like what you experienced right before you went asynchronous?”Eight  years  ago,  as  Asynchronicity  Syndrome  had  begun  eroding Benkei’s ability to merge with his titan’s operating system, he had started hearing voices—and later, seeing visions—whenever he was synced up. He rarely talked about those times, and Hijū hated asking about it, but she needed to know.Hijū could hear music and a man singing karaoke in the background, but Benkei was silent for quite some time before answering.   “I  don’t think it is.  He’s too young.  But if it is, we need to find out quick.  This sort of thing…it can mess him up, bad.  We don’t want him to decide to move on.”Hijū frowned.  With their horrifying mortality rate, titan pilots tended to be very superstitious.  Many carried mamori, items that to the owner were  good luck  charms  or  talismans.   Some had  esoteric  rituals  they performed, some before a battle, some afterwards.  Almost all avoided 



speaking  of  death,  preferring  to  use  euphemisms  like  ‘to  move  on’ instead.  “What can we do?”“I’m not sure.   I’ve never heard of this happening to a rookie pilot before—it’s always been veteran pilots with Asynchronicity Syndrome,” Benkei said.  “That’s the way it was for me.  Still, sitting on our hands and waiting  for  something  to  develop  is  foolish.   First  off,  take  him  to Yamagishi-sensei—”Hijū sighed.  “You know I really don’t like him.”“Grow up, Misaki,” Benkei growled.  “Take him to Yamagishi-sensei, get him checked up.  What’s Seki’s synchronicity index?”“Twenty-five point three three seven,” Hijū said.Benkei  was  impressed.   “Well,  have  him  put  on  reficroniphol,  low dose.”“Seki-kun’s allergic to reficroniphol.  Says so in his medical file,” Hijū said.   “He’s  had  problems  disconnecting  since  day  one,  so  they  tried reficroniphol, but it made him break out.”“Then othimetrol or calandatine,” Benkei said.  “That will help keep the voices out of his head, and it will help him unsync easier.  Then we got to give him some ties.”“Ties?” Hijū echoed.  “What do you mean?”Again Benkei was silent for a long time before answering.  “If he starts going through what I did, he’s going to feel less and less attached to this world.  He needs ties, connections to people around him.  You said he was an orphan, right?”



“Right,” Hijū confirmed.“No family, separated from whatever friends he had, forced to fight, plagued by that damnable Presence in the system…it’ll wear at him.  He’ll give up caring about anything, and when that happens, he will be at high risk for suicide,” Benkei said.  “He needs people around him that he feels a connection to.”He had never mentioned this before, but Hijū could tell that he was talking from experience.  “Well, we’re in luck.  Mami’s already adopted him, I think.”“Good.  Just tell her not to overdo it,” Benkei said.  “So where did you get Miyakawa-kun to put him?”“What do you mean?” Hijū asked.“Quarters,” Benkei said.  “Is he staying in the dorms?”“No.  That hidebound idiot can’t do anything unless it’s on his Rikujō Jieitai regulation-issue checklist,” Hijū said.  “I was going to have Seki-kun stay at your place.”“What?” Benkei shouted, and then Hijū could hear him apologizing to the people on his end for disturbing their party.  Hijū tried and failed to suppress a bout of giggling as Benkei returned, his voice low but very, very agitated.  “At my place? What made you think that was a good idea?”“Well, it’s not like I had a lot of options.  There aren’t too many people I could foist him off on.  I could put him up at my apartment, but that might be a little awkward,” Hijū said.  “I wouldn’t be able to loaf around in my underwear.”



Benkei sighed.  “And we all know how very important that is. Fine. It’s only until Friday, right?”“Maybe Wednesday,” Hijū said.“Good.  I hope he likes waking up at five a.m. for physical training,” Benkei said.  “I got to go.  I’ll be back in Tōkyō around eight or nine.  I’ll talk to you then.”“Bai bai, Shōta,” Hijū said, and then snapped her cellphone shut.
C H A P T E R  I VThere would not...
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